INSTRUCTIONS

Reversible Toilet Transfer Seat
Catalog Number 72560-0000

1) Loosen and remove the bolts on the back of the existing toilet seat and cover. Remove the toilet seat and cover from the toilet bowl.

2) Place the Reversible Toilet Transfer Seat (RTTS) on the toilet bowl making sure that the holes in the RTTS are centered with the holes in the porcelain bowl.

Note: Make sure to position the seat with the side to be used facing upwards. For example: Wheelchair users should have the platform side up. If the seat is to be used to provide additional stability when rising from or lowering to the seat, the side with the armrests should be facing up.

3) Place the toilet seat and cover in the indentation of the RTTS. Make sure that the hinges of the seat and cover are aligned with the holes of the RTTS and the porcelain bowl.

4) Place a bolt through one hinge of the toilet seat and cover, the RTTS and the porcelain bowl. Place the nut on the end of the screw and hand tighten. Tightening of the nut should be completed with a wrench to ensure complete safety.

5) Repeat step 4 with the other screw and nut.

INSTRUCTIONS

Elevated Push Up Toilet Seat
Catalog Number 72560-0050

Elevated Toilet Transfer Seat
Catalog Number 72560-0051

Hardware Kit includes: 2 Nylon Screws, 2 Nylon Hex Nuts, 4 Nylon Washers, 4 Nylon Spacers (Refer to note on shortening the length of the bolt.), 2 Threaded Rods (Refer to note on extending the length of the bolt.) Follow the installation instructions for the RTTS on opposite page.

Note:
To reduce the length of the bolt: If the bolts are too long for your toilet, add the plastic spacers provided onto the bolt’s lower end before installing the washer.

To extend the length of the bolt: If the bolts are too short for your toilet, screw the end of the bolt into one end of the coupling nut and screw the threaded rod into the other end of the coupling nut before installing the washer. If the extension is too long use the plastic spacers to reduce the slack.

Warning for All Models
The seat should be checked periodically to ensure that it is tightly fastened. If the seat appears and/or feels loose retighten the nuts using a wrench.
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